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RELiGIOUS IDEAS ONUITED WI1E TER PORKAND POSiTION OP'MRPMoEAmm
When the Plbdes te on the meridian ., direotly soulh ftom vs, a lice. drawn from the

ship,Argo (or the ark) on the sonthern horizon to a poit overhe ¡d (or the zenith,") pauses through,
or nar, almbet ail-the stars most noted byý4hi ancientaud by sag ee-near Sirus orthe Dog 8ar,
(theibrightest in the heavens,) thence th, b the three stars in e Boit of Orlon, which seem to
point upward to the Pleisdes, thence thro the five stars in t head of the bull, (the Hyades,
one of which is the brilliant Aldebaran, the oye of the bull) and thence through "dthe uasen stars,"
the Pleiades, to the Zenith.

The stars in the head of the bull (Hyados,) fbrm an kngle or a triangle, and when
they are three hours aboçe the horizon, seera live in number. When they are on the Meridia we
eau distiuguish a larger number of stars ecomposing it.

'1-e mystie numbers 3, 5 and 7, which are so pŠDminent ia all ancieqL religions (that of the
Hebre Inldes) and among modern savage, are probably derëved from tbese stars.

estiIl believe that tathere'is luck in odd numbers"
10.-Have you found these numbers to b. venegted, d are they sated with thessatars?
11.-Is thetriangle a sacred ymbT, and i. il connected with tie triangle forr~nedi y the

stars in the head of Taurus,and what are its hame and meming? Are ail the stars I have named
observed by the Indians, and-what are they called.

The form of the Pleiades sees to have (in a very rude and im rfect way) suggested many
symbols, in primitive ages. the idea of a man with rms extend.a.ross, a bird with wings
extended, a tree or bough; and as they are setting thïy resomble a tree lring prostrate, and also
suggest the shape of the " fire stick," with which ire as eindlod.

13.-Do your Indians attach any sueh ideas to'thos. stars?

RELIGIOUS IDPAS 1QNNECTED WITH THUE PLEIA DES.
Some t'ibes believe that their grea. Father (" their grandfather," who id their Croator),

resides in the Piliades, and that his form cade'seen in the shape of these and of some adjoining
stars. Among some Californian tribes it is saâtlege to even look at the Pleiades.

14.-Have you any trace of this belief amng your Indians.
Wben those stars disappear, many tribes béave that their "grand father " is ick, and han

died, and they lament bis departure; and when thesstars re-appear. they rejoice that he has risen
again to ligt and life. :;

15.tHave you found any traces of this ?
So4 tribes believe thdt their Grand father in théPleiades made men out of the trunk of a

tree, which he found in Kfe West. At tirst they had tkeir limbe mnisplaced, one member beng
placed in the centre of the forehead. This Great Medicin man remedied their defects. and placed
them in'the tree again, and they came forth Well formed meland women.

16-ls there any trace of this " t ree of Life," or of thitory of an imperfect crestion ?
The Great father then taught the men and the women ti rude arts of saage lifle adapted tu

their sxee, and gave them ail that-they now knew or posses, -e.aw tirnded wrhie whee
he may stili be seen in the sky.

17.---H as this tradition been found by you

P4RA DISE IN T PLEIADES.

The Indians of N. A. generaly believe that tie Pleiades are "the meen dancers,' sevei yvuth.
caught up to the stars, while holding a sacred dance, which they now keep up forever in the skies.

Among some tribes, sueb as die Blackfeet, each of these "seven dancers" isi called by the
name of a bird, the crow, the partridge. &c.

18.-Are there traces of this, and what are the names given to the dancers, and in this
cele1tial dance imitated ini the sacred dances of the Indians, and when, and in what manner ?If tu
please b. very minute as to numibor of dncers, and ail the smaliestdetails of time and plate of
observance of any such daioe.

The Greeks cal led the Pleiades " the lancers; " hence Milton says - and the Pleiades before
hin danced, sbedding sweet influenes."

The Australians believe that the thre stars in the Beit of Orion are three medicine men
holding a corroborree or sacred dance, and that the Pleiades are seven women in the skies beating
time for the dancers by clapping their hands.

19.-Are there. any o-ieh ideas connected with the three stars in question among your
lidiains?

ISLANDS OF THE BLESSBD.

A mong some races the up r sky is supposed to b an ocean, in which the stars are â>ating.
The Pleiades are by some rered as an island to which the spirits of the dead go; and this
Paradise is where the Pleiades set, in the North West-Rometimes this island is seven islandsandt _

sometimes ten. (7 & 3)
20.-Have youfon id ainy trace of this. and if s. i their paradise in ihe North We.4.

CLIMBENG UP lTO() HEAVEN.

Among some rates there is a traditiom of art aneestor elimbing up by a tree to )"the Land
of the Pleiades," and being instructed on the arts of savage life, which he taught mankind
un hie returnu; sometimes it is from a high mountain that their .ancestor reached Paradis..

21.-Have von found any traen,, of tiis ?

THE GlVE"R OF RAIN AND F THlNDER, AND HS COMPANIONS.

Among somne races it is believed.that their grandfather in the Pleiade is Lb. giver of nain and

causes thunder, and makes the. earth fruitful.

enll-our life " "cour supporters." They gave these gi fa to men ; and are clad in the leaves and



flowers of there plante. They CIosel i hla &e Tbree Graces-and are uaposed to rai* n t
Pleiades. " The Thunderer 'has t ema leasita" who are his muniters.

22. Have you fund any ses of thes ideas ?
The Great Father in th¢lades is supposed to amiume the form of a huge bird, au iagis, or

condor, or white owl, which 4s called " the thunder bird."
23. Have you met with this idea?

THE CROSS, THE TRTANGLE, AND THE SEVEN STARS.
Among almost al savages the cross (either the greek cross +, or the tan cross, T) is

sacrid symbol, and is apparently connected with the Pleiades, and with rain, also with healing, as
a talisman. Many tribes mark objects with a red cross, their clothes, or bouses, or canoes. Some-
times this symbol of healing is a staff, or perhape the rattle of the medicine man.

24.-I. there any trace of this prehistorm cross, or of this staff among your trib@ and do
they connect them with the Pleiades, or with rain, or the gift of corn to man, or with h ng?

Rave they any syambol hke the triangle, and is it qaaee$d with tbe De.-y, or -iE A-
stars in the head of Taurus. Are neven star a symbol or ornament among them?

INITIATIONS AND MEDICINE MEN.

There is reason to believe that among some tribes at the initiation of young warriors, they
believe that the Pleiades lend them strength, and endurance in their ordeal, and come to tell them
in dreams what their item shall be, and what their new name shall be ?

25.-Are there any trace of these ideas ? How many stages of initiation are there ? Among
most savages there are three.

26.-Are the medicine men initiated, and how many stages of such iritiation are there ?
Do the medicine men conneet their ordeals in any way with the great medicine man in the

Pleiades, or with the Nos. 3, 5 or 7?
If this is the case, it niay be difficult to get them to tell you anything on this point, unless

they are pressed clnsely. Have any tribes known to you any passes or signs only knovn to the
initiated ?

In constructing the wigwam of the medicine mao among some Canadian Indians th bark of
even différent trees is used. Among the Florida Indiars the inner bark of seven different trees is

used as fuel for lighting the sacred fire -as in India i, the ritespf Agni the words are usad " fire!
aeven are thy fuels, seven are thy tongues, meen are th sages, seven wayo do seven worship thee, &c."

Among some Canadian tribes the vapour bat 'is heated with @even mtons.
27.-Have you found among your indians sny traces of these ideas ?
There is a species of divination by a drunm, in beating which the medicine mon use words of

which they do not understand the meaning.
28.-Have you met with this'

REPLIE S.

Please keep these querries. and send (by post f

if possible in one month fromu reeeipt, such replies an you are able tu supply, uumbering esch
aecording to the number of the questions to which it refers.

iMy-tho .zt eShe-. ke., Itis possible further information may be obtained by you, which
could be forwarded in the same manner. The fulleët particulars will be acceptable, for even though
apparent trifles may seem unworthy of attention, they become of importance when traced in many

-countries and among various races Any information akin to that sked for, though not included
in these queries, would be much valued, and will be duly acknowledged. should they be used in any
work hearing on the cnustoms and traditions' ofnnr Indians.
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